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Preface 
This report describes a Master Thesis Project performed from April to September 2010. The project 
was done on Crane AB, Tumba, Sweden. The work was done in cooperation with Crane Dalton, USA 
and Technical Graphics, USA. This master thesis project was the last part of my Chemical Science and 
Engineering education at KTH Royal Institute of Technology. My specialization has been Material 
Chemistry with specific interest in pulp and paper technology.  
 
The goal for the project was to improve, modify and create new test methods for testing window 
threads in banknotes.  
 
The examinator and supervisor at KTH has been Professor Mikael Lindström department of Wood 
Chemistry and Pulp Technology.  At Crane AB the supervisor for this project was Dr. Magnus 
Gyllenrapp, Manager Process Technology.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Crane & Co. 
In 1801 Crane was founded in Massachusetts by Zenas Crane.  In the beginning the company 

supported printers with currency type paper for producing the first paper money for the American 

colonies. Embedded silk thread was introduced 1844 to prevent the possibility to counterfeit the 

currency. The legacy of advanced anti-counterfeiting systems has carried on until today. This is one 

reason that Crane since 1879 has been the sole supplier of currency paper for the U.S. central bank 

[1, 2] 

  

The company grew with another production facility in 2002 when Crane bought Tumba Bruk from 

the Central bank of Sweden (Sveriges Riksbank). Tumba Bruk or Crane AB as it is now called is 

situated on a historical site where Swedish currency paper has been produced since 1755. [1, 2] 

 

Today Crane AB has both a paper mill and a printing facility. Due to heavy investments in new 

technology Crane AB is one of the most modern paper and bank note producers in the world. Crane 

is the world’s largest manufacturer of currency paper. 

Crane Currency is today an industry leader in terms of banknote security, durability and innovation. 
The company employs around 1000 people worldwide, but they all united by a single objective – 
making banknotes more functional and secure. 

The unique one-site paper and printing facility in Sweden gives Crane Currency customers an 
opportunity to have their banknotes, designed, and printed in the same secure facility where the 
paper and embedded security features are produced.  
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History of Tumba bruk (currently Crane AB) 

In the 17th centrury currency paper starts to become a common way of payment in Sweden. The cash 

is easy to handle, but also pretty easy to fraud. For this reason Swedens Riksbank determines 1755 to 

build a secret facility where the currency in the future should be produced. The area is in a near 

proximity to Tullingesjön making it possible to transport the currency to Stockholm by boat. An mill 

already exists on the area making the site a perfect choice.  

The production encounters big problems and the production is very slow. At this time period the best 

paper makers can be found in Holland. Two brothers, Jan and Erasmus Mulder are involved after a 

while, but since the secrets of papermaking are of highest importance it is not allowed to transport 

the knowledge to Sweden. Jan Mulder ends up in jail and dies after a short while of imprisonment. 

Erasmus makes a dramatic escape to Tumba dressed as and farmer in 1758. After one year the paper 

production on the site has been developed so far that the first banknote from Tumba was taken into 

use. 
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Crane & Co. products 

The currency paper features 

Crane manufactures one of the most durable banknotes paper in the world. Durability is of great 
importance since 20 billion banknotes are issued into circulation on our durable papers every year. 

One engineered solution is the ENDURANCE™ production concept. Four different technologies are 
used to reach the durability targets: 

Mechanical strength, made possible by a durable fiber core that delivers mechanical strength and 
improves resistance to folding and tearing. The fibers interact in a fashion similar to engineered 
durable composites, dissipating mechanical stresses and protecting the physical integrity of the 
banknote.  

Anti-soil treatment (AST™), a coating on the fiber surface. Durability is further enhanced through 
polymer saturation of the paper with our Anti Soiling Treatment (AST™). During the paper-making 
process the anti-soil treatment penetrates deeply into the fiber matrix rather than just sitting on the 
paper surface. As the protection agent reaches deep inside the fiber matrix it enhances fiber bonding 
making the paper structurally stronger. 

Intaglio printing, seals the surface. During the printing process intaglio plays a fundamental role as it 
drives ink into the paper fibers, simultaneously calendaring and sealing the polymer impregnated 
fiber surface. By doing so the paper surface becomes less receptive to soiling and moisture. 

Varnishing, bonds the ink on the fiber. A post-print varnish treatment is applied. The varnish is 
formulated to have a chemical affinity for the AST™ impregnated paper. It ultimately locks down and 
encapsulates the ink, substrate and associated security elements within a protective shield.  

The printing processes 

 
Offset printing is the first printing process used to create colourful security backgrounds and 
patterns. A 10 colour Simultan machine, gives the possibility to integrate aesthetics with visible, 
invisible and machine readable security features. After this process an Intaglio printing system, the 
Orlof Intaglio allows a possibility to create a range of visible, invisible and optically variable elements.  
 
A Rotary screen printing is later used for application of color-shift inks. This broadens the range and 
means of adding colour changing elements to the banknote. 
 
As foil stripes are broadly recognized, an integrated rotary foil application unit is integrated in the 
paper-making process. Applying foil in this way is more efficient, more secure and does not generate 
any excess waste within the printing facility.  
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Typographically printed numbering lines remain one of the easiest ways for central banks and 
commercial banks to manage their banknote logistics and distribution activities. The addition of 
machine-readable properties to the numbering inks, such as magnetics or luminescence, make 
numbering lines and ideal security feature for high-speed sorter and point of sale validation. 
Final inspection is the control to ensure that all the features present within a banknote, visible and 
invisible, and the overall banknote itself are suitable for release to the cash-cycle. A fully automated, 
full color final inspection system that has been specifically developed to inspect visible and invisible 
print quality.  

The earlier mentioned protective varnishing enhances both the quality and security of banknotes in 
circulation whilst extending their life in circulation. Protective varnishing can be formulated to 
interact in a lock and key fashion with the anti-soil treatment applied during papermaking leaving the 
ink and substrate sealed with protective resins yet retaining the traditional feel of banknote paper. 
Since banknotes are in their most vulnerable stage in the finishing department, close attention must 
be paid to both quality and physical security. A fully automatic finishing process that counts, cuts, 
bands and packs banknotes in one end-to-end process. There is no human intervention at any point 
and each final pack of banknotes is again counted and re-counted to ensure the integrity of its 
contents. 

Crane technologies 

The use of demetallization in banknotes was pioneered by CRANE CURRENCY and can be found in 
most of the currency circulating world-wide. Demetallization is a fundamental element of many 
optical security materials, offering immediate and simple validation without the use of any special 
tools. These security elements can be further enhanced through the addition of machine-readable 
characteristics 

- The COMET (COded METallic) security thread embodies advanced counterfeit deterrence 
along with easy public and machine-recognition. COMET is based on the interplay between 
micro and macro demetallized elements where the micro elements contribute to a machine 
readable encoding scheme.   Public validation is simple, based on the macro elements, and 
can be authenticated in the same way as a watermark, with layers of added fine resolution 
detail seen under simple magnification.  The COMET security thread provides a solid 
foundation for building even higher levels of security and layered protection. 
 

- The DURAMET security thread is a wide windowed (3mm+) optically variable thread, 
incorporating enhanced durability characteristics. Using a layered security thread structure, 
it combines demetallization and lamination to encapsulate and protect the metal layer. 
DURAMET’s resistance to degradation is achieved through precise edge demetallization and 
periodic demetallization breaks, leaving the metal impervious, even to the strongest 
chemicals and mechanical wear. The striking optical effect is preserved throughout the entire 
life-cycle of the banknote. 
 

- SWITCH is a windowed diffractive security thread upon which two unique and easily 
recognizable diffractive elements are replicated. As the viewing angle is changed, a distinct 
switch between the two images is seen. Behind the SWITCH image, a diffractive background 
adds security and complexity, while enhancing the brilliance and overall aesthetics of the 
thread. 
 

- SECURATEXT is a demetallization technique that improves both the legibility and security of 
demetallized optically variable security threads. To create clearly visible lettering, the text is 
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constructed from fine lines rather than traditional “clear text”. The full width of the thread 
can be used to convey a message in transmitted light without compromising the reflected 
light diffraction effects. SECURATEXT fine line demetallisation cannot be simulated by 
metallic ink or foil-transfer counterfeiting techniques. 

- MOTION  thread is the first micro-optic based security thread on the market. The images 
appear as they were floating on a liquid surface. The effect is originating from a micro-lens 
array interacting images in the thread. The micro images become magnified and moves when 
the viewing angle is changed. 

In 2009, Crane got total control of the Motion™ development by purchasing the company 
Nanoventions who invented the Motion™ technology. After the accusation Nanoventions 
was named CMOS, Crane micro optic system. The company that is based in Georgia, USA. [3] 

A banknote with Motion thread has 4-5 windows visible when looked upon from the topside, 

the areas were the thread is visible and where the effect can be experienced. Figure 1 shows 

an example MOTIONTM banknote with 5 windows. The area between the thread is called the 

bridge area.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1; Example Motion banknote with 5 windows. 
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1.2 Currency paper production with security threads  

1.2.1 Raw material preparation 

Cotton is today by far the most common raw material for currency paper although polymer based 
substrates recently has been introduced with some success. Cotton material is after treatment very 
pure, and mainly consists of cellulose. The purity and the lack of lignin make it possible for cotton 
fiber paper to last for a long time without noticeable changes in its structure and appearance. For 
this reason archive material and banknote paper are made from cotton. The durability and strength 
is superior compared to wood based pulp. The ink absorption is much higher for cotton based pulp 
ensuring a long lasting print. [4,5] 
 
The cotton raw fibers are long, around 1 cm. To ensure an even forming of the sheets, the fibers are 
mechanically cut down to around 1 mm. After the mechanical preparation the fibers are processed 
through washing and bleaching stages. 
  

1.2.2 Security Threads      

Security threads are inserted with an accuracy of a few millimeters. The thread insertion is a sensitive 

process with tight placement demands. To prevent stacking problems in the sheet forming process 

the threads are oscillating slightly in the cross direction during insertion.  Deviations in the thread 

area and in the sheets area can cause wrinkles on the paper which aside from process and printing 

problems also can have a visual impact on the finished product. 

Figure 3 show a set of two fictional pictures of security threads (blue) inserted in a sheet seen from a 

cross section. There are in general two types of threads: window and embedded thread. The top 

thread in figure 3 is a window thread whilst the bottom thread is an embedded thread. Window 

thread has exposed areas without fibers on the topside of the paper and embedded threads have 

fibers on both sides of the thread. The red lined areas are the bridges and the green lined bottom 

area under the security thread is the shortformer.  

 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Window (top)- and embedded (bottom) security thread schematics 
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2. Importance of testing  
The reason for testing the threads adhesion is to verify that the thread can not be removed in an 
intact form from the banknote.   
 
To evaluate the quality of banknotes, they are subject to different tests. The banknotes are soiled, 
soaked with various chemicals, wrinkled and subject to mechanical wear/stress in these tests. The 
tests are in some cases used to ensure that produced bank notes have the right quality. In other 
cases these tests are done for product development purposes.  
 
It is generally important to optimize the adhesive used for the threads. This requires a test method 
with good precision and low operator independence. By achieving and using good test methods the 
process of evaluating a new products pros and cons can be done with higher precision. The thread 
adhesion properties are of great importance when developing new adhesion systems 
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3. Aim of thesis project 
The goal of this thesis project were: 

- Evaluate and improve existing thread test methods 
 
- Improve current data evaluation parameters, introduce new parameters for testing specs 
 
- Improve sample preparation for test methods 
 
- Evaluate adhesive force vs time for different thread qualities 
 
- Evaluate adhesive forces for different thread positions in CD. Use available thread test methods 
 
- Compare results outcome from the different test methods 
 
- Suggest further development of testing adhesion for security threads 
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4. Theory 

4.1 Definition of paper 
No strict definition of paper exists since the main component has always been a fibrous material.  

Paper can be described as a layer structure with fibers that are more or less flattened. Usually a large 

fraction of fine material is also present. The material is treated with mechanical or/and chemical 

forces and can be bond to each other without any need of binding substances. 

 

Figure 4; Old illustration of paper-making 

A paper can consist of millions of fibers per gram, to enhance the bulk fillers are often used. Usually 

the fillers are natural minerals such as ground marble, chalk or talcum. The paper is an important and 

unique material that can be used as information bearer and construction material.    

Paper is formed through a filtration of a fiber suspension, the filtration is done on a so called a wire. 

After this the wet material is pressed and formed. The forming makes the fibers longer than they are 

thick, the orientation of the fibers are also partly done here. Three dimensions is used to describe the 

papers properties, one is the machine direction MD, the cross direction CD and the thickness 

direction ZD. 
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Figure 5; The three directions of paper 

 

4.2 Currency paper  
The currency paper consists of cotton pulp, this material should be considered as an engineered 

product where optimal usage is being considered. The raw material, cotton,  is also renewable.   

Bankonte paper usually has a weight of 80 to 90 g per square meter. In some cases the pulp also 

consists of textile fibers or linen. On an average a banknote lasts for 2 years.  The first banknotes 

were made in China of Mulberry bark and this is used in japanese denominations still today. 

 

 

Figure 6; The swedish 100 SEK banknote 

Banknotes ususally has an watermark and a security thread that is inserted during  the forming 

process. Most banknotes are made using the mould made process in which a watermark is 

incorporated during the paper forming process.  
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4.3 Physical nature of currency paper 
Currency paper belongs to polymeric materials. The material properties are much more similar to 

plastic materials than for example metals. This means that the material is reacting on mechanical 

stresses time-dependently. Already during very low deformations the viscoelastic properties occur, 

meaning that the properties depend on how fast a test is carried out.  

The viscoelastic properties can be determines by testing the paper by using a constant elongation 

rate. A banknote that is kept elongated for a long time is subject to the phenomenon stress 

relaxation. If the force is measured over time it is decreasing for this reason. 

Since currency paper is a a hygroscopic material its properties depends on the relative humidity. All 

paper test should therefore be carried out at a standard humidity of 50 % RH and a temperature of 

23 degrees Celsius.  

The most important  factors affecting the mechanical properties for currency paper are: 

- Raw material: Structure, length of fibers, fiber wall thickness. 

- Chemical factors: Degree of polymerization of cellulose 

- Papermaking factors: Beating, forming, pressing, drying and calendaring 

- Chemical environment: Chemicals in the process and surfactant substances. 

A theoretical picture of banknotes mechanical properties is difficult since it can not be considered as 

a homogenous material. Most theories used are strongly idealized models. The optical and 

mechanical properties are also always related. The density can be increased by beating or pressing, 

this also bonding between the fibers. Density is a good way of understanding how the structure 

influences the mechanical properties.     
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4.4 Statistics for the evaluations  
In almost all statistical evaluation some kind of describing statistics is used. This field of statistics 

handles the properties for tabulation and graphical presentation of data. The purpose is to make an 

easy overview of an investigation with large amounts of data.  

It is wise to compress the data to make it possible for others to fast understand the outcome from an 

investigation. It takes time to evaluate and compress the data but it is an absolute necessity that 

saves a lot of time for the later presentation of the evaluations. [8]     

4.4.1 Mean values and Standard Deviations 

It is common that the data output from several measures are not exactly the same. In these cases 
one wants to know the mean value of the received data put also how scattered the measures are. 
 
Let X1…,Xn be the data about to be evaluated. We can make an arithmetic mean value from the data, 

more commonly referred to just “mean value”. The mean value is commonly noted as . 
 

 =      (Equation 1) 
 
To measure how scattered the data is, a standard deviation is often calculated, s. This is calculated 
exactly the same way as the sampling fluctuations, s2. The square root is the only difference between 
the two. The standard deviation is preferred since it retrieves the scattering with the same unit as 
the data retrieved, cm does not become cm2 and N does not become N2 etc. [8]     
 
The standard deviation, s, is calculated the following way:   
 

     (Equation 2) 
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4.4.2 Interval estimations, confidence intervals  

A deviation from the evaluated data is not always enough information. In many cases it is necessary 

to use an interval to see the distribution and accuracy of the measures. This comes in handy for 

example when presenting large amount of data over time in a graph, a interval in the graphical 

presentation gives direct information if the measured values actually differ from each other when 

using a certain probability.  

A confidence interval is constructed as presented in equation 3; 

Iθ=(x-λ ∙α, x+ λ ∙α)      (equation 3) 

λ =Normal Distribution Quantile (tabulated value) 

α=The probability (0,05 for a 95% confidence interval) 

If we have a set of data (x1,…,xn), and the distribution is the parameter  θ. Then the interval, Iθ is the 

confidence interval. A probability for this interval is usually set to 95%, 99% or even 99,9% (1-α) but 

can virtually be set to any wanted value, but a high value should be used to get useful and 

comparable information. [8]     

Example 1 explains the construction of a confidence interval: 

Example 1.  

Four evaluations from new lab equipment gave the following values x1=26,62, x2=27,79 x3=27,79 and 

x4=27,18. 

These are regarded as independent observatios in N(θ,0.5) where θ is the earlier mentioned 

distribution parameter. Θ can be determined by the using the arithmetic mean  (see Equation 3). 

 = 27,235 

This is an observation from N(θ,0.5/√ 4) = N(θ,0.25) and gives a tabulated value 1,96 for 0,25 from a 

table tabulating  the normal distribution quantiles. Quantiles are points taken at regular intervals 

from the cumulative distribution factor of a random variable.  

Iθ=(27,235-1,96∙0.5/√ 4, 27,235+1,96∙0.5/√ 4) Is a 95% confidence interval for θ. 
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5. Conclusions 
The current test methods were developed by introducing new parameters and sample preparations 

specifications. The data evaluation system was upgraded with new master program settings allowing 

an easier way to evaluate data.  

The accuracy of the methods remained approximately the same with the new eevaluation 

parameters but operator independence was made better as was the data evaluation user 

friendliness.  

The measurement of thread adhesion vs position in CD and vs time showed expected results.  

The test methods were able to detect same properties independently. 
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6. Further Work  
The project showed a potential in testing several samples in some of the tested evaluation methods. 

This possibility should be investigated and developed further for enabling faster testing of the 

samples.  

For future development it is important to test new adhesives in the similar ways as described in this 

project. There is always a possibility that new parameters could affect the bonding characteristics 

over time. The cross direction should always be tested for the same reasons.   

Set up a new statistics database with the new parameters and specs to gather data from the 

measures of different qualities. A database makes it possible to compare new results against old. This 

makes future development easier when new qualities are introduced. 
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